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Background – Tensor Network Notations
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Background – Tensor Network Operations



Motivation
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Motivation

system without any structure?

Figure credit: http://
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➢ Mean-field approximation 

➢ Tree approximation with Belief Propagation 

➢                        Tensor network contraction

Motivation

#P problem generally



Theoretical Foundation and Methods of arbitrary TN 
algorithm



Complexity lower bound
Theorem: The space complexity lower bound of an arbitrary tensor network 
contraction is exponential to the tree width of its line graph.

Markov and Shi. SIAM Journal on Computing 38 (3), 963-981.



Tree decomposition and contraction order



Methods for finding good contraction orders

Finding a good contraction order is a hard combinatorial optimization 
problem, due to  
complex target function + large solution space + sequence dependence 

Here we introduce four ways to find contraction orders 
• Greedy method 
• Branch and Bound method 
• Graph partition method 
• Local update method



Greedy method: Branch and Bound method:

Graph partition method:

Gray, Kourtis. Quantum 5 (2021): 410. Kalachev, Pavel and Yung. arXiv:2108.5665 (2021).

Local update method:



Other techniques in the real numerical contraction

• Tensor slicing 

• Computational efficiency 
Balance the memory read/write operations and floating-point operations



Approximate arbitrary TN algorithm



Approximate arbitrary TN algorithm
1. Exponentially large complexity 

2. How to do approximation? 

3. How to control the error? 

4. Contraction order?

Using matrix product state (MPS) 

DMRG like low-rank approximation scheme 

Using the canonical form of MPS 

Greedily chosen from the current TN
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MPS calculus operations

Swap

Contract

Merge



Contract an Arbitrary TN with an example

Pan, et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 125.060503 (2020)



Map calculation of physical properties to TN



Some results on partition function calculation



Exact arbitrary TN algorithm



Exact arbitrary TN algorithm

There are some circumstances when problems require exact results or 
there is no intrinsic low-rank structure: 

For example, Simulation of quantum circuits with quantum gate (fSim) 
whose decomposition spectrum is flat. 

Hence, we will also need exact arbitrary TN algorithms.



Exact arbitrary TN algorithm - Challenges
• Exponentially large complexity 

• How to do approximation? 

• How to control the error? 

• Contraction order 

• For quantum circuit simulations: how to sample bitstrings



Sycamore chip and Random Circuit Sampling

Arute, et al. Nature 574.7779 (2019): 505-510.200 seconds 1,000,000 bit-strings 0.2% XEB fidelity



Tensor Network and QCircuits

Initial states: Vectors

Single-qubit gates: Unitrary matrices

Two-qubit gates: Unitrary 4-way tensors

Another #P problems without any low-
rank structure to utilize



Quantum Supremacy demonstration
Classical simulation candidates: 
1. Schrodinger-Feynman algorithm (Google’s choice) 

2. Tensor network contraction algorithm
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Quantum Supremacy demonstration
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Fidelity and Linear cross entropy benchmark (XEB)

• DM of the output state  

• Traditional definition of fidelity  

• It is impossible to calculate the fidelity for such experiment, use XEB 
fidelity instead 

• XEB can be spoofed: samples with large probabilities



Big-batch method



Results and the spoofing of XEB

2,097,152 bitstring samples with 0% XEB fidelity

1,000,000 bitstring samples with 73.9% XEB fidelity
>> 0.2%

5 days in 60 GPUs

Pan, and Zhang. Phys. Rev. Lett. 128.030501 (2022). 



Full amplitude simulation

We can also use big-batch method to do full amplitude simulation, by 
enumerating configurations of closed qubits.

50 qubits, 14 cycles, EFGH sequence using 
100 GPUs in 10 days



Feedbacks of this work

Can be defended using a slightly 
more complicated benchmark such 
as adding a preprocessing step to 
detect correlated samples.



Observation of quantum supremacy experiments: 
➢ The number of bitstrings obtained by experiments will not be 

exponentially large. 
➢These bitstrings will compose a sparse-state of the full Hilbert space. 
Thus, calculating multiple bitstring amplitudes becomes the tensor 
network contraction below

Sparse-state tensor network simulation
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The core of sparse-state contraction is explicitly listing the dimension of 
open qubits and determine which entries should be calculated

Sparse-state contraction 

Arbitrary bit-string means we can circumvent the correlated bitstring problems, 
and there is no way to tell from our samples from the quantum samples 



Results



Results
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Results

15 hours in 512 GPUs → dozens of seconds in exaflops supercomputer 
Quantum supremacy on Sycamore53 does not hold! 
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Results

Pan, Chen and Zhang. Phys. Rev. Lett. 129.090502 (2022). 



Advantage on Power Consumption?

Zhao, Zhong, Pan, et al in preparation

1. improved slicing scheme 
2. post-selection



Conclusion



• Arbitrary tensor network algorithms are very efficient tools for solving 
specific #P problems, either with low-rank structure or not.  

• Their improvements are highly related to algorithmic and hardware 
developments (the hardware requirements are highly similar to large 
language models).  

• There are many applications: 
• Classical simulation/validation of quantum computational tasks 
• Calculation of physical properties defined on complex systems 
• Exploring solution space of combinatorial optimization problems (tropical 

algebra)

Conclusion



Thanks for your 
attention!
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